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At the Daisy Centres
Angelic Healing Retreat
in Glastonbury, we are
working with many
Angelic Realms to
shine the light, love
and happiness around
the world. 

The Angels of
Awakening connected
with Daisy & Paul in
the Great Pyramid in Giza. They were with
a group of people on an Angelic Spiritual
Journey in Egypt in 2005.

Our next sacred journey to connect with
these angels will be for the Angelic Portal
of light on 11.11.11 this will be one on the
most important comic moments of our
time. The dates are from 4th November to
15th 2011 and we will be anchoring the
Angelic light like never before ready for
2012/ 2013 and 2023. 

The biggest obstacle for those on their
spiritual pathway is the feeling of lack and
not deserving the abundance. So ask the
Angels of Awakening to show you the
pathway and guide you to your full
potential. Whether you are asking for
guidance and abundance for your next
rent cheque, food for your family or for
your place on our sacred journey ask for
help from the angels and the spiritual
universal law brings it to you like a
magnet. Make the intention and then
choose to focus on the outcome in a
positive way and trust it will come. You
will be amazed by the miracles that occur.

Realising your full potential
Success is yours, do you believe it?
Your beliefs create an energy which
vibrates around you. Really feel this by

sitting alone and
ask yourself what
sensations are going
on in your body.
Success fol lows
when you believe in
yourself. Watch your
beliefs and carefully
prune out those that
do not help you
towards your goal. "I
deserve to succeed",

"I deserve to have good things", "I can
handle anything". Success occurs when
our personal or collective vibration
resonates with the vibration of the
wished-for outcome. When your left and
right brain are congruent so that you think
successful thoughts and picture success,
success with harmony is inevitable. To
succeed, clear out the physical, mental
and emotional clutter.

Align with your prosperity and
abundance 
One really well tried and tested way to
start is to connect with the Mahatma
Energy that is all around and infinite.

Apparently there are energies or vast
Beings out in the universe to which we
can connect if we know how.   One of
these powerful energies is the Mahatma
energy, also known as the Avatar of
Synthesis, which is said to speed up our
path of Ascension a thousand fold if we
invoke it regularly.   The Avatar apparently
contacted earth in Atlantean times and
said he would come again when we were
ready to receive this energy.

This Mahatma energy is a group
consciousness to which the twelve rays
and a number of vastly powerful Beings
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